Tone Commander Systems, Inc./Teo Technologies, Inc.
11609 49th Place West
Mukilteo, WA 98275

Mr. Steve Hill:

On behalf of the Committee for National Security Systems Security (CNSS) National Manager, I am pleased to notify Tone Commander Systems, Inc./Teo Technologies, Inc. that the Tone Commander or Teo 7810PoE TSGB was approved.

The following CNSS serial number is assigned to the Tone Commander Systems, Inc./Teo Technologies, Inc. equipment:

**CNSS-B-05-2010**

Tone Commander or Teo
7810PoE-TSGB
S/N 10680082002

**Requirements:** This is a Class B telephone and must be directly connected to a network switching device that is collocated within the same protected area as the telephone. Use of Tone Commander/Teo 8030X button expansion module or headset will not affect type acceptance. Once the telephone features are configured it must be “locked down” to prevent remote reconfiguration.

The Tone Commander or Teo 7810PoE TSGB must be resubmitted for approval if substitution of any component alters its electrical or acoustic characteristics. A random sample of this model will be tested one calendar year after CNSS approval to ensure compliance with CNSS guidance.

FOR THE NATIONAL MANAGER

//s//

DEBORA A. PLUNKETT